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About This Content

Begin a whole new campaign taking control of the Blood Angels Space Marines as you battle the Ork invaders from the ash wastes
of Armageddon all the way to the deepest caverns and claustrophobic corridors of the massive Hive cities!

At the climactic moment of the 2nd War for Armageddon, three Space Marine chapters descend from the skies above to aid the
beleaguered defenders of Hiveworld Armageddon. Now take control of the Blood Angels and re-live their contribution to this

epic confrontation in a brand new campaign for Warhammer 40,000: Armageddon.

This campaign features 10 all new missions organized into three Acts that follow the exploits and heroic deeds of the Blood
Angels during the 2nd War for Armageddon. Engage the Orkish tides in vicious close quarter combat set deep within the

confines of the enormous Hive cities that dominate the world of Armageddon.

This campaign is an expansion for Warhammer 40,000: Armageddon and requires Warhammer 40,000: Armageddon to be
played

CAMPAIGN MISSION LIST

Act 1 Hive Fighting:

Archeron Intervention
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Depths of Archeron

Holding Hades

Act 2 Tartarus:

Hunting a Warlord

Tartarus Hive

Helsreach by Sea

Act 3 Ork Eviction:

Equatorial Pathfinder

Purging Volcanus

Walls of Tempestora

Docks of Tempestora
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Out of all of the non-mission pack DLC for this game, this is probably the ONLY one worth purchasing. This is only for the
Valkyrie and only good up to mid-levels and only up to normal difficulty. For a buck it's alright, it can give you a slight
advantage at the start of the game because it's quite powerful at that time but it quickly becomes obsolete overall and is useless
after a time.

I like it, I'd recommend it but none of the other stuff, except maybe a mission pack.. Reminds me of the classics. I really
enjoyed the game.. there is never players but if tere where it probbaly would be fun every time i join a server there is no one
playig.
. nice little puzzle game. Even though it's only 99 cents, it's not worth the money. Got this as a joke for my birthday, which was
(admittedly) pretty funny. The fun was over after about 5 minutes though, so I wouldn't recommend every seriously buying this
game.... GameQuality: Good
ComputerRequirements: PrettyGood
SoundQuality: Ok
GamePlay: VeryGood
GameLength: ∞
OverallRating: 10/10
MaturityLevel: AnyAge
ScareOMeter: 0/10
creativityMeter: 20/10. This is a milestone. If only there was a way to play full version of the game in VR. I was a very active PS
Home player which was a virtual space full of life and no matter what, there was always something to do, it was a wild yet
awesome ride! When I heard about Atom Universe coming to the scene and that its like PS Home, I just had to check it out and
so far, I am not dissapointed! :D In this open beta early access so far you can go to the Arcade Plaza and play bowling which is
soon to have a multiplayer! The people here so far are friendly and most are from PS Home like myself so its great how we can
all meet up here and soon, we'll all be able to explore the park once it opens and start racing, bumper cars, go on the big wheel,
log flumes maybe even prize machines! :D Another thing to mention is that the ps home artists are helping out, cool right? This
game defo has potential and can defo see the game along with the fanbase growing overtime and I will continue to support it as
it goes along as this game is pretty much, PS Home reborn! If you are a player of that game or just like soicilising and having
fun in a Virtual Space, this game is defo for you as I loved PS Home and loving this I guess you say reboot of it so far, bring on
AU! :D See you in AU! c: Update: there is now a new Hub area and more to come in the future!. Nice and funny game. Good
ideas in AI and levels. A few glitches though. I second the comments I found elsewhere: it's adorable.
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This game is just plain fun. Played a few times back in the day, when I saw it on steam I wanted to play it again so I picked it
up. Weapons are ok although the selection is limited and the machine guns are not accurate at all. Vehicles are great except the
helicopter is hard for me to fly. Drones are really fun, the helicopter drone is the best and slightly overpowered. All objectives
must be completed by you, and the AI doesn't seem to kill anyone ever, which means more work/fun for you.

Definitely pick this game up, it is on sale all the time, including today as I type this.
. The game crashed withing 5 minutes of gameplay, it's pretty simple so its not much code that should go into it. My point is
programmers were lazy. Its not a very bad game, but i wouldn't reccomend buying it. If you recieve it for free i guess you could
check it out if you are bored.. its fairly interesting, its a bit broken when it comes to the ai but hey. zombies....

i like what the game tries to do and is looking forward to the upcoming iterations.. Well ****, This is hell of a game. AND I
WANT THESE F***ING ROBOTS TO GIVE MY 27MBs BACK!. For an indie game from one man and one beard, this is
very well done, great music and graphics. I know the pixel art wont appeal to everyone, but here it is presented very nicely.
Good action and storyline, fun jokes some of which are in-jokes that people might not get. Difficulty ramps up but never gets
overwhelming, leaves you wanting to keep going which is great as replaying allows you to improve your character even more..
Game stops running properly on mission 15 after the ground breaks away, cant place any defensive turrets. Would be a great
game if this was fixed!!. There are definite improvements since the last instalment. The puzzles are more thought out but can
still be difficult if you don't pay attention. The story is also more developed and I look forward to seeing what happens next!. I
have many games - they all work flawlessly. This game, after running the configuration utility, will not load as configured.
Barely responsive menu, unable to get full screen. Seems broken. I was anxious to play AC\/DC, but exited the game in disgust
instead. There's always Visual Pinball I guess. Very disappointed, especially considering my high opinion of Pinball Arcade..
Fun and semi-hard story mode with surprisingly good graphics
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